PACIFIC COAST FOAM PROVIDES ARCHITECTURAL FOAM DETAILS FOR NEW LA COSTA
GLEN RETIREMENT COMMUNITY IN CARLSBAD
SAN DIEGO - November 5, 2002 - Pacific Coast Foam (PCF) has provided the custom interior
architectural accents for the new La Costa Glen retirement community at 1940 Levante Street in Carlsbad,
according to Scott J. Buckley, vice president of sales and marketing for PCF, San Diego's largest supplier
and installer of expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam architectural shapes and accents.
PCF's work is highlighted by the fabrication of a custom oversized balcony pop-out molding which was
installed by PCF/Install in the entry of La Costa Glen's Commons Building. In addition, PCF fabricated the
crown molding, light-cove, corbels and oversized valence molding in La Costa Glen's Recreation Building.
La Costa Glen's general contractor is Koll Construction, Newport Beach; the architect is KTGY Group,
Irvine; and the interior designer is Cole, Martinez, Curtis & Associates, Marina del Rey.
La Costa Glen is located in north San Diego County, across from the world-renowned La Costa Resort and
Spa, just south of the Four Seasons Resort Aviara. Only two and a half miles from the Pacific, the
community will nestle into a verdant coastal glen, surrounded by permanent open space.
La Costa Glen's recently-opened first phase offers a variety of 54 villas and 259 apartment homes,
contained securely on 25 acres in a park-like preserve. Residents will enjoy the privacy of their independent
living residence, surrounded by nearly 200 acres of natural beauty, rolling hills and valleys, and plenty of
open space. The La Costa Glen residency plan consists of a one-time entrance fee and a monthly service
fee, based on the home or villa selected.
PCF and PCF/Install are located at 8585 Miramar Place, San Diego 92121. The telephone number is (858)
455-1274 or the company can be reached toll-free at 888-511-FOAM (3626).

